American University Neighborhood Partnership
Student Life and Safety Working Group Summary
October 17th, 2022

Key Discussion Points:
- Welcome, review agenda and introductions
- Discuss Alternatives to Feedback Forms
- Student Conduct Reports – March – August 2022
- Adjourn

Summary: After a welcome by the co-chairs, Phil Morse walked the group through AU’s enhanced community engagement plans with neighbors who filed a student conduct report. This process was introduced as an alternative to the student conduct survey and aims to measure the total engagement AU undertakes when dealing with an incident. After taking comments and questions from neighbors, Jeff Brown next reviewed the student conduct reporting numbers from March through August. He detailed the number on incidents and how American University responded to them. There was a sustained discussion on how the University could best deal with complaints of students ordering alcohol using a delivery service to a nearby neighborhood address, with Phil committing to follow up on the matter and update the group.